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 The Canadian Hydrographic Service (CHS) is actively in 

the process of transitioning to a digital future centered on 

the S-100 standard. 

 Important to recognize the limitations of available resources 

for some steps of the processes

 In response to this challenge and to prepare for the digital 

transformation, 

 CHS has developed an automated process known as Paper 

Chart 2.0 (PC2.0), which is designed to generate traditional 

paper chart products based on their Electronic Nautical 

Chart (ENC) portfolio.

 The main goal of CHS is to switch to a digital world and 

upgrade the coverage of its ENCs.

Paper Chart 2.0 concept



 Develop and launch a semi-automated paper chart service, 

derived directly from officially released CHS ENCs

 This will continue to provide mariners with a secure paper 

chart product that can also serve as a dependable backup to 

electronic navigation systems when needed.

 Aims to replicate the presentation style of traditional paper 

charts.

 To be a safe and reliable replacement for the traditional
charts, aligned with and respect S-4 guidance

 Also needs to evolve over-time based on real-world 
requirements of mariners and professional navigators, 
distributors and academics

 Meet national maritime carriage requirements.

Objectives



 PC2.0 represents CHS's initial foray into the automated 

generation of paper charts from ENC content

 Adheres to the S-4 standard and currently employs a 

variation of INT1 symbology. 

 CHS has plans to transition to the S-101 ENC symbology in 

the future

 This transition will harmonize the symbology used in both 

ENC and paper chart products, ensuring consistency and 

compatibility

Methods



 Significant reduction of both Human Resources and 

financial costs, 

 Streamlining of paper chart maintenance

 Unwavering compliance with the regulations laid out by 

Transport Canada. 

 Additionally, the proposal ensures the continuity of the 

existing distribution system.

PC 2.0 promises substantial advantages



Example



 Using the ENC update message to create a 

maintenance/NTM copy of the PC 2.0

 Automated creation of a layer showing, deletion, addition 

and changes using different colours and symbology

 CHS could still for now still use the Canadian Coast Guard 

communication system to publish paper chart changes but in a 

graphic way, isn’t of written description

 CHS working with NGA and trying to establish a similar 

process and methodology

Product Maintenance



Example


